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Leather Up at Global Shop!  New Leather Walls & Displays 
 
Las Vegas, Nevada – March 23, 2015    
 

Panel Processing is introducing at Global Shop a new line of panels, displays and 
slat walls made with EcoDomo’s Recycled Leather Veneer (RLV™).  The leather veneers, 
made from pulverized leather derived from the tanning industry, is manufactured in a way 
similar to recycled paper. Made in the USA, it contributes to the revitalization of the tanning 
industry.   Panel Processing is able to offer industry standard retail display products finished 
in leather in lieu of laminate or wood veneer. EcoDomo’s RLV™ offers a density 
comparable to Red Oak and a surface finish comparable to laminate while maintaining the 
unique appeal of leather. Who does not like leather?     
 
Panel Processing is able to offer leading retailers unique displays which are guaranteed to enhance customer’s experiences 
in-store with unique leather finishes.  The RLV™ panels can be finished as : 

•  ¾” panels single or double sided 
• 1” shelves  
• Slat walls, POP displays, End panels 
• 4 mm thick single or double-sided inserts in a 4’x8’ format, which allows designers and manufacturers to 

replace glass or acrylic with leather inserts in their design.   
 
The RLV™ is available in twelve trendy colors and textures such as Fire Crocco, Mahogany Buffalo, Coal Buffalo, 
Bianco and Ebony Jumbo Croc, and Chocolate Buffalo.  Custom colors and textures are also available to match leather 
finishes.   
 
“It’s like, wow, now I can have a 4’ x 8’ panelized cow! Really?  I can use this as table tops, cabinet fronts, or on a 
wainscot without breaking the bank! ” says David Rosenberg, of Rosenberg Designs. 
 
The RLV™ Panels can be milled and used just like other wood panels by fabricators.  “I use RLV for cabinets and 
shelves; I just treat the laminated panels just like any other veneer or laminate” says Steve Knies, of Capital Cabinetry 
and Millwork LLC .   “My clients love the feel of leather in their environments”.   
 
EcoDomo has pioneered unique recycled leather suitable for applications from floor to ceiling.  EcoDomo  manufactures 
in America and contributes to the revitalization of the leather industry in the United States through a green, recycled, and 
sustainable leather product.  
 
Panel Processing is an employee-owned company that adds value to your project by bringing together all your materials, 
coatings and fabrication needs. Put our extensive industry knowledge and vast capabilities to work for you.  We take your 
project from start to finish with multi-plant operations.  Visit Panel Processing in booth #1643.  
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High-resolution pictures and media kits are available.   Media contacts: 
 
Panel Processing  Tonya Spens   Tspens@panels.com     (989) 464-2274  
EcoDomo   Christian Nadeau  Christian@EcoDomo.com    (202) 230-7873  
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